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Future challenges for cooperatives in agri- and foodbusiness

 Cooperatives in agri- and food business have a great relevance and market position, but their future 

survival of cooperatives is by no means guaranteed.

 Agribusiness cooperatives are flawed and have complex business organizations with ambiguous 

objectives.

 Current developments in the agri-food industry expose their various weaknesses and limitations and 

may impact their survival.

 For example, with ongoing consolidation at every stage of the value chain, many farmer cooperatives 

must overcome equity constraints to make investments in scale and scope economies for greater 

efficiency and competitiveness.

 Also, the segmentation of critical food consumers necessitates a strong market and brand 

orientation, but most farmer cooperatives have an inherent upstream bias.

 Moreover, many farmer cooperatives see increasing heterogeneity in member attitudes and 

objectives.



Changing business models

 Future competitors for cooperatives in agri- and food business are not only the worldwide giant food 

corporates like Danone, Mars, Unilever, Nestle, Coca-Cola Company – but also new emerging 

companies receiving venture capital-funding.

 Their business model is not about profit, it is about

 brand awareness,

 customer research and

 market growth.



Can cooperatives brand?

 Cooperatives need to move from a member centric to a market / consumer centric approach.

 But, cooperative principles create obstacles to cooperatives’ brand-building efforts:

 Member-Benefit Principle

 Member-Financed Principle

 Member-Control Principle

 Key question:

 Does the viability of traditional cooperative arrangements support a market-oriented strategy?

 The findings from research suggest that traditional cooperatives may be able to develop 

innovative marketing programs but struggle to support them over the long-term due to 

problems in ownership structures.



Why is branding important?

 Brands are a ubiquitous feature of modern markets.

 Intangible assets such as brands provide firms with

 strong returns,

 awareness among consumers,

 Awareness among trade buyers such as retailers, and

 provide firms with assets that are difficult to imitate.

 Brands therefore, represent the opposite of a commodity (that have little differentiation in the 

eyes of the marketplace and whose value is determined solely by the forces of supply and 

demand).



Why is branding valuable?

 Brands are more than just names and 

symbols. They are a key element in the 

company´s relationship with consumers.

 Brands represent consumers perceptions and 

feelings about a product and its performance –

everything that the product or the service

means to consumer.

 Brands exist in the heads of consumers: 

„Products are created in the factory, but 

brands are created in the mind.“



The German Milk-Case



Impact of brand equity on the financial performance

of marketing cooperatives

 Insights from recent research paper (Grashuis, J. (2019): The impact of brand equity on the financial 

performance of marketing cooperatives):

 “The empirical analysis indicates a positive relationship of brand equity to the financial 

performance of marketing cooperatives. (…) The reported evidence serves as motivation to 

directors and managers of marketing cooperatives to pursue opportunities to build brand equity.”



Succesfull cooperative branding strategies



Challenges and opportunities for branding for cooperatives

 Inside challenges:

 Complex business organizations with 

ambiguous objectives

 Marketing knowledge

 Member centric vs. market / consumer 

centric 

 Capital constraints

 Market opportunities:

 Branded products allow higher 

profitability

 Changing consumer behaviour shifts to 

smaller, more specialized brands

 David vs. Goliath: Emerging start-up 

brands are well perceived by consumers 

 Emerging markets (like China) are looking 

for European food brands / products 

with benefits (“better for me”)



Preliminary conclusion

Agribusiness cooperatives have to focus on brand building

for their products and services – even with small budgets

using the most efficient / effective marketing approaches.



Low-Budget-Branding

 Low-Budget-Branding refers to 

unconventional marketing tactics (mainly 

oriented to promotion) used when financial or 

other resources are limited or non-existent. 

 The term typically describes opportunistic 

strategies based on surprise, humor and the 

use of existing established marketing 

campaigns as platforms to achieve high-

impact, media tactics and effective marketing 

campaigns at minimal cost.



Viral branding

 Viral branding refers to a form of marketing in which original advertising material is shared, 

recommended or discussed by users when an advertising message on the Internet goes viral.

 This means that it spreads like a virus and reaches a great visibility and awareness.

 Most viral ads are films in which the advertising message takes a back seat and an unusual idea 

appeals to the user.

 In addition, many experts today recommend below-the-radar marketing, which seeds the brand 

among the most influential people.

 The basic idea is that if the firm can convince these people to make the brand their own, and 

configure the brand, like a virus, to make it easy to talk about, these influencers will rapidly spread their 

interest in the brand to others through their social networks, again just as a virus spreads.



Factors favor the success of viral and low-budgets marketing campaigns

 Viral and low-budgets marketing strategies are difficult to plan.

 Numerous factors influence how the recipients absorb the advertising material and whether they share 

the content.

 However, a few factors favor the success of a viral and low-budgets marketing campaigns:

1. Deep knowledge about target groups and their needs

2. Good and innovative ideas

3. Messages with emotional touching content

4. High-quality (customer targeted) content

5. Cross-media distribution



Nine Pillars of Big Food Brand Success



Consumer level

 Customer Centric:

 How your company and product resonates 

with ideal consumer?

 Demonstrate how your product resonates 

in the life of consumer.

 Consumer Connected:

 Show buyer your current Consumer 

Connections (testimonials, E-Mail 

feedback, sales, facebook likes, social-

media interaction)

 Consumer Insights:

 Consumer Characteristics and Use of 

Products (prove with third party research, 

surveys, demos, etc.)



Understanding changing consumer trends

 Total Wellbeing: Consumers are treating their bodies like an ecosystem and seeking solutions that 

complement their personal health and evolving needs.

 Challenge Accepted: A growing momentum to take on new challenges is driving consumers to reach 

new heights and uncover new passions.

 Rethink Plastic: While not inherently bad, the throwaway use of plastic is driving consumers to review 

their own behaviours to prevent plastic pollution.

 On Display: Consumers and brands are becoming more aware that they have a digital persona to 

nurture and grow, creating tension as everyone fights for attention and nobody is safe from scrutiny.

 Social Isolation: Constant digital connectivity, where physical interactions are replaced with digital 

updates, can increase feelings of loneliness, social isolation and depression, creating a demand for 

products and services that help consumers learn to disconnect.

 Redefining Adulthood: The concept of what it means to be an adult has changed beyond recognition 

and consumers are adapting to lives that don’t fit the mold.



Eight key themes on future consumer trends



Product level

 Product Innovation:

 Unmet Consumer Need

 Creative Execution: 

 Demonstrate with packaging, programs 

and diagrams (design with ideal consumer 

insight moms, dads, kids, ethnic food, etc.)

 Strong Brand:

 Demonstrate the power of your brand and 

performance (Customer success stories, 

retailers, market share, success in market, 

etc.)



Changing consumer needs emerge new products and brands



10 Fastest Growing Food and Beverage Companies 2018



Retailer level

 Business Case:

 What will be the financial impact to the 

category (Present your case for being 

authorized, financial impact on category 

revenue, sales and profits. Discuss share, 

unit movement and expected results)?

 Traffic Builder

 How will you drive business to the store 

and into department for your product 

(Coupons, advertisements, social media, e-

mails, customer, etc.)?

 Retail Insights:

 Give direction to retailer – best method, 

seasonality, great promo ideas 

(Experience, Trial, Practice).



One-to-many vs. Many-to-many

 Traditional media:  New media:



Digital Branding

 Digital branding is a brand management 

technique that uses a combination of internet 

branding and digital marketing to develop a 

brand over a range of digital venues, including 

internet-based relationships, device-based 

applications or media content.



Pre-social media era: Marketing as bowling

 Marketing in the pre-social media era was 

comparable to bowling.

 Marketers targeted certain customer groups 

and sent out their messages like precisely 

bowled bowling balls.

 As transportation vehicle they used traditional 

media to hit as many bowling pins as possible.

 Characteristic of marketing bowling was the 

large amount of control the company retained 

because consumers were given only limited 

freedom of action.



Today: Marketing as a fipper game

 Companies serve up a ‘‘marketing ball’’ (brands 
and brand-building messages) into a cacophonous 
environment, which is then diverted and often 
accelerated by social media ‘‘bumpers,’’ which 
change the offering’s course in chaotic ways.

 After the marketing ball is in play, marketing 
managers continue to guide it with agile use of the 
‘‘flippers,’’ but the ball does not always go where it 
is intended to.

 Through their public communication among each 
other, consumers have the power to enforce, 
neglect, or even thwart the original marketing 
message.

 Furthermore, for the first time consumers have the 
audience to bring up own topics on the 
communication agenda as happened in many 
famous cases so far



Best-Case-Study

 Startup, Georgia Olive Farms was inspired 

while in Italy to do develop an east coast olive 

oil and introduce to the US market.

 They entered the market by adjusting to 

authenticity, disrupted the market by initially 

focusing on chefs.

 And became recognized as one of the best in 

America by the writers at the Wall Street 

Journal.

 Today, Georgia Olive Farms has over 100,000 

olive trees and they are growing.



Food-Tech-Landscape



AgriFood Tech Investing



Partnering with Food-Tech and Venture Capital Funds

Cooperatives

Venture 
Capital

Food-Tech

• Production resources

• Access to ingredients

• Farmers identity

• Financial resources

• Company building

• Business development

• Innovative products

• Digital branding

• Growth focus



Conclusion

 Cooperatives need to move from a member centric to a market / consumer centric approach.

 Branding brings financial value to cooperatives and opens new markets – in time of fast-changing 

market conditions

 Starting a branding-process requires power of endurance, internal capabilities, knowledge – and 

long-term orientation.

 In the era of digital communication, digital branding requires smaller budgets. But budgets are 

required (also using viral- and low-budget-marketing).

 Partnering with food-start-ups and venture capital funds opens news business opportunities.
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